
Dinner Party at Ness 
 

 

 

A rotting beach house at day’s last watch. 

Figures edge an oval table,  

winebottles, tumblers repurposed  

from vegemite jars. 

At arm’s reach, an oyster bucket teeters  

on a piano stool—the piano itself silent,  

a monolith, more sideboard than instrument,  

its closed lid, a shelf for buoys  

and the found skulls of birds. 

 

I stay past the floor lamp's reach. 

A drunk girl arranges herself on a chaise, 

watching the lit half of the room— 

where a costume designer flirts  

with a septuagenarian, 

her boyfriend staring into a half-drained glass 

of cheap but palatable wine. 

 

The drunk girl rolls her eyes 

at a theatre director in a MOMA T-shirt. 

He holds the floor,  

rolling out anecdotes like a machine— 

arguments won, famous people  

he once had dinner with;  

he speaks like a machine, 

like someone afraid of the unspeakable. 

While outside, the coast settles  

to cicada and still, 

a passing thud of wallabies. 

 

Called out by branches, the drunk girl  

wraps her shoulders in a crocheted rug  

and slips away—through sliding doors,  

verandas of unmended chairs, now tattered,  

now faded by salt, 



and I follow. 

 

Under broad front stairs, she shows me a gull 

headless, half-buried by leaves. 

The answer is always like that:  

kabbalah, peyote, the tarot—no matter how we ask,  

the answer comes only in images  

we already know. 

 

Tonight's stars are closer, last light  

vivifies the bark,  

ignites a brown dam silver. 

I feel it like inhaling the sun, 

the whole nocturnal coast surging to life. 

 

Inside, the theatre production is in full swing. 

The drunk girl starts to snore. 

 

I escape, where air cools 

but does not rob heat from the dirt. 

Orion vanishes in a movement of leaves. 

Down the snarled track,  

past dogbait signs to the clearing,  

silence amplifies a snapping twig,  

a frogmouth slices air—and something watches,  

something shifts in the scrub. 

 

My hand on a snowgum’s paper skin 

leaves a shadow—wormlines,  

brown over chalk;  

a connection of woman and tree 

in the last seconds before dark. 

 

The reserve thins to shell lines,  

a shape gracing the edge of water—white  

and ocean lit. 

I bend down to stare into the glazed eye  

of a shark, air-drowned and crippled,  

Already dogs have savaged half its side. 



 

This transformation, 

this dissolve of bone, breath and gesture— 

this is the last music I will write. 

 

 




